
January 19, 2023

Tax Treaties, Transfer Pricing and Financial Transactions Division
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
2 rue Andre-Pascal
75775 Paris, Cedex 16
France

via email: tfde@oecd.org

Re: USCIB comments on the OECD Public Consultation Document “Pillar One – Amount A:
Draft Multilateral Convention Provisions on Digital Services Taxes and other Relevant Similar
Measures”

Dear Sir or Madam:

The Tax Committee of the U.S. Council for International Business (“USCIB”) submits the
comments in this letter in response to the OECD Public Consultation Document “Pillar One –
Amount A: Draft Multilateral Convention Provisions on Digital Services Taxes and other Relevant
Similar Measures” dated December 20, 2022 (the “Draft MLC Provisions”).  USCIB is a
multi-industry sector U.S. trade association that promotes open markets, competitiveness and
innovation, sustainable development, and corporate responsibility.  Its members include leading
U.S.-based global companies from every sector of the U.S. economy and professional advisory
firms, both groups of which typically have operations in every region of the world.  We
appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft MLC Provisions.  In particular, we
look forward to the publication of Annex A (referenced but not included), identifying digital
services taxes and relevant similar measures (referred to respectively as “DST” and “RSM” or
collectively as “DST/RSM”). The proposals to achieve stabilization of the fracturing international
tax system are of great importance to our members.  The comments herein generally reflect the
consensus position of the Tax Committee, unless otherwise provided.

As always, we recognize the work that the OECD Secretariat, the members of the Inclusive
Framework on BEPS (the “IF”), the Task Force for the Digital Economy (“TFDE”), and the OECD
technical working parties have invested in designing the rules for the implementation of Pillar
One (collectively, the “drafters”).

The various provisions of Pillar One are highly interrelated, and design choices made in one area
of the Model Rules may have significant impacts on another area of those rules. As a result,
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comments such as these that are made without visibility to all other sections of the Pillar One
Model Rules are necessarily incomplete.  We appreciate that the drafters continue to consider
comments provided on previous consultation documents and note that our comments in this
letter must be considered conditional pending the resolution of previous comments submitted
on the draft Model Rules related to Pillar One.

USCIB and its members support a multilateral process that stabilizes the international tax
system.  The Draft MLC Provisions for Articles 37 and 38 are a critical component of Pillar One.
Without an adequate definition of what constitutes a DST or RSM, functional application of that
definition, and a mechanism for relief from any double taxation that may result, we believe that
Pillar One will not satisfy the policy goals underlying the project and the international tax
system will be further destabilized.  As currently drafted, we believe that the Draft MLC
Provisions (1) do not contain an appropriate remedy for any party that is subject to a DST/RSM,
(2) do not provide a complete definition of DST/RSM that adequately applies to the types of
discriminatory taxes that the IF agreed to roll back and not enact in the future, (3) contain a list
of exclusions from the DST/RSM definition that are concerning and/or unclear, (4) lack an
effective mechanism for avoiding double taxation, and (5) do not provide for a timely and
efficient process to determine whether a challenged tax is a DST/RSM.  We address these
concerns, including our proposed solutions, in more detail below.

USCIB leadership suggests here that it discuss these proposals with the drafters at a mutually
convenient time following the filing of this letter. Leadership is also available to speak at any
in-person Public Consultations on this topic.

For convenience, we list here the key comments that are presented in detail in the balance of
our letter:

● The definition of DST/RSM should be revised.  We recommend adopting a definition that
does not include a conjunctive test (requiring satisfaction of each of three
sub-requirements) to create a narrow path to qualification as a DST/RSM.

● The definition of DST/RSM must apply to taxes that use a theory such as significant
economic presence or ‟digital PE” to impose tax.

● The MLC should address the use of withholding taxes as a mechanism to impose a
discriminatory measure (see, e.g., Art 12B of the UN Model) - even if such measure is
treated as an income tax under domestic law or treaties.

● We are concerned about the exclusions here from the definition of DST/RSM.
● The MLC must provide an effective mechanism to provide relief from double taxation.
● Excluding destabilizing or discriminatory income taxes from the definition of DST/RSM

should not be permitted unless double tax relief is also available.
● We are concerned about the ‟de facto” discrimination test in Article 38(2)(b)(ii).

Accordingly, we recommend clarifications and revisions to that test.  In particular, we
recommend that rules that impose tax on foreign companies where there is no parallel
domestic business should be treated as de facto discriminatory.
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● The full denial of any Amount A allocation is appropriate in all circumstances for any
Party that has, or enacts, a DST/RSM.

● A “de minimis” exception from treatment as a DST or RSM is inappropriate.
● Subnational DST and RSM should be eliminated and, to the extent that they are not, an

offset should be provided to any national-level taxes received to account for payments
required under unilateral measures at the subnational level.

● There should be a mechanism to prevent double taxation of residual profits arising from
destabilizing or discriminatory taxes that escape classification as DST/RSM.

● The Conference of the Parties approach described in Article 38(4) should be replaced
with a panel-type approach.

I. General Comments

While USCIB appreciates that Article 38(1) clearly prohibits a party with a DST/RSM from
being allocated any profit under Amount A, we believe this is inadequate.

The current draft of Article 38(1) establishes a ‟permissive structure” and effectively provides
Parties to the MLC with the option to easily elect between receiving an Amount A allocation and
collecting tax revenue under a destabilizing DST/RSM.  As currently drafted, it does not appear
that there are any restrictions preventing a Party from conducting a simple economic analysis,
for example, to determine if the Party receives a greater amount from companies under the
Amount A allocation or through imposing a DST/RSM.  This design flaw weakens the underlying
goal of stabilizing the international tax system.  USCIB believes that this is inappropriate and
there should be additional barriers and disincentives for Parties to impose a DST/RSM or fail to
withdraw a measure that is listed on Annex A.

As the TFDE will appreciate this undertaking has significance outside of the Pillar One process.
The status quo – and the unrestricted proliferation of destabilizing taxes – is unacceptable.  As a
starting point, these rules should more clearly denounce such destabilizing measures and
strongly set the expectation that countries remove these measures and mitigate - if not
eliminate - the current tensions in the international tax system where trade barriers and the
threat of trade wars are unfortunately too prevalent. A desire to implement an effective, global
approach to stabilize the international tax system is what led to the IF and the development of
Pillar One in the first place, so we can accept nothing less than achieving the stabilization goal,
or Pillar One has not achieved its purpose.

Within and beyond the MLC effort, USCIB urges Parties to endeavor to (1) prevent double
taxation, (2) eliminate barriers to trade, (3) reduce compliance burdens, and (4) adopt measures
among themselves to achieve these aims.

Finally, we have concerns about the statement in Footnote 2 that consideration ‟will be given to
whether any existing measure could continue to be applied against an MNE with a UPE located
in a jurisdiction that is not Party to the MLC”.  In our view, whether a UPE’s jurisdiction
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participates in the MLC should not impact whether the MLC applies to affiliates located in
jurisdictions that are Parties.

The purpose of the draft MLC is to restore stability.

The Parties’ commitment to the standstill and rollback of DST/RSM is an integral part of Pillar
One and its objective to stabilize the international tax system.  As a result, the Draft MLC
Provisions must focus on eliminating those measures that are destabilizing.  This means that the
most critical feature in the Draft MLC Provisions is the mechanism to identify these destabilizing
taxes – i.e., defining what kind of tax constitutes a DST or RSM.  If the mechanism for identifying
destabilizing taxes contains gaps, then it will be ineffective and the objective of stabilizing the
international tax system cannot be achieved.

To determine whether a measure is destabilizing, USCIB believes the measure should be tested
by reference to several features of the tax, including:

● the tax does not comport with international norms,

● the tax targets a particular industry,

● the economic burden of the tax falls disproportionately on non-residents,

● the compliance burden falls disproportionately on non-residents,

● the tax creates barriers to trade, or

● the tax results in double taxation.

If a tested tax has any of the features listed above, it should be considered destabilizing.

II. Specific Comments

The definition of what constitutes a DST/RSM is incomplete and does not meet the TFDE’s
stated goal of stabilizing the international tax system.

Article 38(2) provides that any tax that meets all three criteria listed in paragraph 2 and is not
described in the list of exceptions in paragraph 3 is a DST or RSM.  The three criteria are: (a) the
application of the tax (or the amount thereof) is determined primarily by reference to the
location of customers, users, or other similar market-based criteria, (b)(1) by its terms, the tax
applies solely to non-residents or foreign owned-businesses or (2) in practice, the tax applies
exclusively or almost exclusively to non-residents or foreign-owned businesses, and (c) the tax is
not treated as an income tax under the Party’s domestic law or is otherwise treated as outside
the scope of tax treaties or other agreements.

The definition of DST/RSM, as currently drafted in Article 38(2), would not identify many of the
problematic new measures that are destabilizing the international tax system, and thus does
not achieve the TFDE’s stated goal.  The current definition would not apply to many problematic
new measures because the definitional criteria are far too restrictive – meaning that many
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measures that clearly are discriminatory, are more in the nature of trade barriers rather than
taxes, are designed to shift tax burdens to companies based in other countries, and effectively
operate to shift a country’s tax base to other countries, would not be classified as a DST/RSM.
By requiring all three criteria to be met, the definition is far too narrow and any given measure
can avoid DST/RSM classification merely by ensuring that the tax does not meet one of the
three criteria.

USCIB recommends that Article 38(2) be revised to provide as follows:  a measure is a DST or
RSM if any of the following criteria are met:

● the measure applies based on location of users, customers, or market-based criteria,

● the measure targets a particular industry,1 either by its terms or in practice,

● the measure discriminates against non-residents or foreign-owned business, either by its
terms or in practice,

● the measure creates an unlevel playing field through the application of arbitrary
distinctions, such as between offline and online or between domestic and foreign,

● the tax is extraterritorial and based on gross income or income imputed from gross
revenue,

● the measure otherwise deviates from international norms, or

● the measure has been determined to be discriminatory under the provisions for review
of such taxes under the MLC.

We should note that we propose retaining the first two criteria from the draft test in Article
38(2) and making the test disjunctive.  The first criteria reflects the user interaction feature of
many DSTs, which is particularly destabilizing to the international tax system.  In addition to its
destabilizing effects, it also results in significant compliance burdens.  For example, many
taxpayers sell locally through limited risk distributor entities. This localized selling structure
greatly increases the compliance costs for DSTs because each limited risk distributor entity is
subject to the DST and every limited risk distributor of an in-scope group of companies will likely
need to monitor the user interactions with the digital services it sells to local buyers.  These
interactions could number into the billions during the course of the year.  Because there are
no de minimis tests for user interactions at the entity level, the user interaction nexus test
results in a “spiderweb” of registration requirements for local selling entities. As the number of
DST/RSM increases, the compliance requirements (and its destabilization) for taxpayers with

1 We understand that the TFDE may be concerned about ‟sin” taxes or existing taxes that already apply to the
telecommunications industry.  If the TFDE has such concerns, we propose that the TFDE create an Annex B, which
would provide a list of taxes that would otherwise meet the definitional criteria to be treated as a DST/RSM but
which will not be subject to the standstill and rollback agreement, given that they are longstanding policies that are
not a source of the current destabilization.
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localized selling entities grows exponentially.  This real-world example demonstrates why a
user-based metric is so destabilizing.

We also note that we propose eliminating the third criteria from the proposed three-part
conjunctive test.  Although Article 38(2)(c) references the treatment of the measure under
domestic law or its treaty characterization as an income tax, we do not believe that
characterization of the type of tax is a relevant factor.  In particular, the fact that a jurisdiction
treats a market-based tax (e.g., based on user location) as an income tax under its domestic law
(or its treaties) should not be sufficient – or relevant – to cause that tax to escape the definition
as a RSM.  Accordingly, we recommend that the reference to the characterization of a measure
as an income tax should be removed in the final version of the MLC.

We have added the second criteria above – targeting a particular industry – because we note
that proposed Article 38(2) does not make any reference to digital services or automated digital
services, and instead only refers to non-residents.  We believe that, in identifying a DST/RSM, it
is also appropriate to take into account the nature of the service being taxed.

Whatever definition is ultimately adopted, USCIB strenuously believes that the MLC must
identify taxes that either (1) use a theory such as significant economic presence (‟SEP”) or
‟digital PE” to impose tax or (2) utilize a ‟legitimate” means (such as withholding taxes) or
employ a novel application of such means2 for the illegitimate aim of targeting a particular
industry or otherwise deviating from international norms.  We note that SEP measures are
typically imposed based on contacts with local users and are applicable only to non-residents.
Such a measure could escape characterization as an RSM under the Article 38 definition,
however, if it is treated as an income tax under domestic law.  This is a practical example of our
concern above that a measure could avoid being characterized as an RSM by intentionally failing
to meet one of the criteria in the three-part conjunctive test.  This concern can be addressed by
defining an SEP that targets automated digital services (or any other ring-fenced industry) as an
RSM.

With respect to withholding taxes, USCIB’s members are concerned that the draft definition
does not go far enough to protect against withholding tax provisions being used as a mechanism
to impose taxes on non-resident goods and services providers in novel, non-traditional ways
that discriminate by industry.  Withholding taxes likely are not precluded under the three-part
conjunctive test because, for example, they are considered income taxes under domestic law
and treaties.  This is not problematic for withholding taxes that have traditionally been accepted
under treaties.  But withholding taxes are increasingly being used as a mechanism to target
specific industry sectors.  See, e.g., UN Article 12B.  Such measures should not escape
classification as a DST/RSM through simply labeling such a tax as withholding.  In any event, the
MLC must provide effective relief from the resulting double taxation.

2 For example, many tax treaties impose a withholding tax on ‟technical services,” which has historically been
interpreted to apply to legal, accounting, engineering, or other similar professional services.  If a country now
asserts that ‟technical services” also include automated digital services, that assertion should be treated as a novel
(i.e., unallowable) application of an otherwise legitimate withholding tax.
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The MLC must provide for an effective mechanism to prevent double taxation.

As discussed above, many destabilizing or discriminatory measures may escape classification as
a DST/RSM merely because they are treated as income taxes under domestic law or treaties.
While we believe that Parties to the MLC should agree to provide relief from double taxation,
measures that escape treatment as a DST/RSM because they are treated as income taxes are an
obvious candidate for a tax credit or exemption to provide effective relief from double taxation.
USCIB recommends that the MLC explicitly provide for the application of either an exemption
mechanism or a credit mechanism, depending on the domestic laws of the relevant Party, to
relieve double taxation, including for cases deemed acceptable under these rules – i.e., not a
DST/RSM.

This approach should apply the normal rules for tax relief under the law of the residence state.
For example, in the United States, relief is generally provided via a credit mechanism.  In the
preamble to the recent final U.S. Foreign Tax Credit (‟FTC”) regulations, the U.S. Treasury
explicitly stated that it would revisit the FTC regulations in connection with the Pillar One
agreement.  Revisiting the FTC regulations and revising them in light of the Pillar One agreement
is an appropriate response to the development of the MLC.  While other countries may
undertake similar actions with respect to their domestic law, the MLC cannot leave double
taxation relief to chance.

Finally, USCIB feels strongly that exclusions of destabilizing or discriminatory income taxes from
the definition of DST/RSM should not be permitted unless double tax relief is also available.
Providing an exclusion for a tax that would otherwise be treated as discriminatory, without
providing relief from double taxation, would only further destabilize the international tax
system and undercut the TFDE’s goals.

The ‟de facto” discrimination test in Article 38(2)(b)(ii) is flawed in many respects.

First, the standard as written applies if the tax is applicable in practice ‟exclusively or almost
exclusively” to non-residents.  USCIB recommends that the ‟exclusively or almost exclusively”
standard should be liberalized.  A tax whose overall impact falls disproportionately on foreign
resident companies should not avoid being treated as discriminatory merely because there
might be a small number of examples where the tax applies to a resident.  There should be a
quantitative aspect too, i.e., the local sales subject to these measures should be substantial
relative to cross-border transactions.  This concern could be addressed by adding a quantitative
aspect to the definition of ‟exclusively or almost exclusively” to the MLC or through
Commentary.

Second, we have concerns about the three different conditions in Article 38(2)(b)(ii) that can
demonstrate de facto discrimination: (i) revenue thresholds; (ii) exemptions for domestic
taxpayers; and (iii) ‟restrictions of scope” that exempt substantially all resident taxpayers
supplying comparable goods and services.  As an initial observation, this provision is intended to
address de facto discrimination, and yet portions of this provision (namely, ‟exemptions” for
resident taxpayers and ‟restrictions of scope”) would appear to be grounded in the explicit
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statutory language, rather than de facto discrimination.  As a general matter, USCIB
recommends revising the de facto prong to provide a non-exhaustive list of ways that de facto
discrimination can be proved.

The third condition – scope restriction – is further addressed in Footnote 9.  As currently
written, the third condition would seem to find de facto discrimination only if: (i) there is a
‟scope restriction” and (ii) the restriction ensures that ‟substantially all” residents who supply
‟comparable goods and services” are exempt from the tax.

Footnotes 8 and 9 explicitly refer to the second element of the third condition.  Footnote 8
refers to further work to consider the meaning of ‟substantially all.”  Similar to the comments
that we made above on ‟exclusively or almost exclusively,” a tax whose overall impact falls
disproportionately on foreign resident companies should not avoid being treated as
discriminatory on the basis that it does not exempt ‟substantially all” resident taxpayers if its
discriminatory effect can be demonstrated through other means.  Indeed, these phrases
represent the essence of the de facto prong, and it is critical that their meaning is clarified.

Footnote 9 states that ‟consideration will be given to clarifying how this clause applies when the
relevant jurisdiction does not have residents supplying comparable goods and services, making
it difficult to evaluate whether restrictions of scope ensure that a measure will apply to
foreign-owned companies rather than residents.”  We believe that the clarification should be as
follows: if the relevant jurisdiction does not have residents supplying comparable goods and
services, then the discriminatory effect should be deemed to have been established.  The
general category, after all, is de facto discrimination – and if there are no residents who could
possibly be subject to the tax, then its discriminatory effect is clear.  Discrimination against
foreign sellers is no less a problem if similar businesses are not present in the taxing jurisdiction
– in fact, it may be even greater evidence of discriminatory intent.  Accordingly, USCIB strongly
recommends that the MLC should clarify that if there are no residents who could possibly be
subject to the tax, the tax is per se discriminatory (notwithstanding the three-factor conjunctive
test).

If further work is to be pursued regarding the definition of ‟comparable goods or services” in
the third condition, the work should ensure that the definition does not enable a discriminatory
application.  For example, a tax on nonresident providers of digital services should not be
excused because a limited number of local suppliers of services through non-digital means are
subject to the same or a similar tax.  Finally, we have grave concerns about the risk that the
third condition will not be deemed to have been met when a state-owned enterprise or
state-sponsored enterprise is providing the comparable good or service and is a non-taxable
entity.

Finally, the MLC should clarify that the even though Article 38 targets destabilizing and
discriminatory measures, other bilateral treaty commitments continue in full effect regarding
non-discrimination (for example, the non-discrimination rules under Article 24 of the OECD
model income tax convention).  Article 24 of the OECD model addresses discrimination in many
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respects (inter alia taxation of non-residents and permanent establishments or PEs, treatment
of payments to nonresident payees, and treatment based on foreign ownership) such that those
provisions should continue to apply to a DST or RSM .  (Article 24 of the OECD model income tax
convention also applies to all taxes (see Article 24(6)).)  The MLC should be clear that even if a
measure is not included in the scope of MLC Article 38, the measure is still subject to
non-discrimination commitments in other international agreements.

The MLC should not contain a ‟de minimis” exception, nor should subnational jurisdictions be
permitted to impose DSTs/RSMs.

Footnote 4 provides that ‟[c]onsideration will be given to whether full denial is appropriate in all
circumstances, or whether denial should be in some respect proportional to the scale of the
offending measures (e.g., in terms of revenue raised).  This work will also examine the situation
in which a Party adopts a measure that has only de minimis impact.”  We are concerned about
this ongoing workstream and want to emphasize that we believe that the full denial of any
Amount A allocation is appropriate in all circumstances for any Party that has, or that enacts, a
DST/RSM.

Moreover, we are opposed to a de minimis exception from treatment as a DST or RSM.  There is
no principled reason for a de minimis exception where a tax is a DST or RSM, since it would still
have the characteristics of a destabilizing tax.  Further, we believe that it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to form a consensus view as to what is de minimis for these purposes – whether
at the country level or the taxpayer level.  It is necessarily subjective and situation specific.  We
also note that any de minimis exception would ignore the fact that a major destabilizing feature
of many of these new taxes is the compliance burden.  In fact, if the tax revenue/expense is
truly ‟de minimis,” then it is even more difficult to justify imposing the compliance burden on
taxpayers because the compliance burden substantially outweighs any purported revenue
benefit to a Party.

Footnote 3 provides that ‟[c]onsideration will be given to whether and how DSTs and other
relevant similar measures imposed by subnational jurisdictions should be addressed.”  USCIB
believes that the answer to this question is clear: a solution that leads to the removal of such
subnational measures is essential.  These measures could partially or substantially undermine
the objectives of the MLC and are no less destabilizing than measures imposed at the national
level.  Moreover, even in cases where subnational taxes are de minimis, they give rise to the
same compliance burdens that cause us to be concerned about the potential de minimis
exception referred to in Footnote 4.  If subnational measures are not prohibited by the MLC,
one approach to address our concern could be to require an offset to any national-level taxes
received to account for payments required under unilateral measures at the subnational level.
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USCIB is concerned about the proposed exclusions from the definition of DST/RSM.

Article 38(3) provides for three exclusions from treatment as a DST or RSM. USCIB is concerned
about the first and third of these proposed exclusions.

Article 38(3)(a) provides a very broad exception from treatment as a DST or RSM for rules that
address ‟artificial structuring.”  Because the types of measures referred to in Article 38(3)(a) are
often designed to tax residual profits, or have the effect of taxing residual profits, these
measures may create a risk of double taxation.  In other contexts during the Pillar One process,
the TFDE has acknowledged that there is a risk of double taxation of residual profits and has
attempted to provide mechanisms (such as the marketing and distribution safe harbor or
MDSH) that are intended to address that risk.  Similarly, here, we believe that a mechanism is
necessary to prevent double taxation of residual profits arising from taxes that escape
classification as DST/RSM.

In our responses to prior OECD consultation requests, we have shared our concerns that, as it is
currently designed, the MDSH is not a successful guardrail to avoid the double taxation of
residual profit.  However, this guardrail could be established either by making changes to the
methodology under the MDSH or in the design of Amount B.

Article 38(3) provides an exception for ‟generally applicable taxes” imposed on a per-unit or
per-transaction basis, and we are concerned that these taxes could still be implemented in a
discriminatory manner.  It is not clear to us what taxes the TFDE intends to cover under
Paragraph 3(c) that are not already covered by Paragraph 3(b). We would appreciate further
clarification about the distinction between the taxes described in these two paragraphs.  In any
case, we strongly believe that any transactional taxes must be connected to customer
transactions, not metrics such as user location, as the latter approach presents very complicated
compliance issues. Finally, we believe that it is inappropriate to expand such an exception even
further to ad valorem taxes (VAT), as suggested in Footnote 11, since this would further open
the possibility of discriminatory tax policies.

The Conference of the Parties approach described in Article 38(4) may be unwieldy and
difficult to apply in a timely manner.  Instead, the drafters should adopt a panel-type
approach.

Article 38(4) provides that a Party has a DST or RSM in force and effect if (1) a Conference of the
Parties (‟COP”) has determined that the Party enacted a measure described in Article 38(2), and
(2) the COP has not determined that the Party has withdrawn that measure or otherwise
terminated its application with respect to all companies.  Footnote 12 indicates that
consideration will be given to the timing issues created by Article 38(4), and Footnote 13
indicates that the procedures under which the COP will evaluate new measures will be
developed as part of the MLC negotiation process.

USCIB is concerned that the COP approach may be unwieldy and difficult to apply in a timely
manner and recommends that the TFDE adopt a panel-type approach instead.  Certainty as to
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whether a particular measure is a DST/RSM. The timeliness of when those determinations are
made are of utmost importance to taxpayers and governments, and are absolutely critical for
the effective implementation of Articles 37 and 38.  While we appreciate that the drafters may
have proposed a COP approach to be inclusive of all IF members, we are concerned that it
would be difficult to reach agreement under a COP approach, given the large number of parties
that could participate under such an approach.  We are also concerned that involving a large
group would slow down the decision-making process (potentially giving rise to, or exacerbating,
the timing issues referred to in Footnote 12).

Before we can provide detailed comments, we would need further details on how a COP
approach would work to achieve agreement and ensure that the ultimate goals of providing
relief from double taxation and avoiding discriminatory taxes are met.  We note, however, that
the TFDE has already undertaken significant work in considering some of these issues when
developing the panel approach for tax certainty and there may be an opportunity here to
leverage that work.  Accordingly, we recommend that the TFDE adopt a panel-type approach
here, instead of a COP approach.

Footnote 12 provides the following example of the type of timing issue that may be created by
the rule in Article 38(4): ‟when a measure applies in year one, but the Conference of the Parties
does not reach a conclusion on that measure's treatment until a subsequent year.”  In such a
situation, USCIB believes that any amounts paid in year one for a tax that is subsequently
determined to be a DST should be refunded to the taxpayers who made such payments.  This
requirement should be incorporated into the MLC.

***

USCIB appreciates the continued opportunity to participate in the consultation process.  We
remain, as always, available to the TFDE to discuss any aspects of our comments in this letter.

Best regards,

John Stowell
Chair, Tax Committee

U.S. Council for International Business

Rick Minor
VP & International Tax Counsel

U.S. Council for International Business
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